Yes, the talent is there. Team award, the crowds cheered enthusiastically and what amounted to an inter-fraternity battle for the able understatement. The meet was the best thing to happen at 901. The game were Don McGurrin (3 for 4), Mike Putney's single, moved to third on Scott's single, was advanced to second on Christian's double and third on McGurrin's bunt single. That was the end of the top of the first inning. The Peds stroked eight hits, but the 14-1 win over the previously unbeaten Peds. The no next match for the frosh team will be with RPI. Here is a rundown of the match:

**Tennis Team Posts 2-1 Record After 3 Outings**
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**A BAY STATE BEATER took a price for Tuesday's home meet with neighboring St. Pictures.**
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English Professor Lands Coverage of Congregation
To the Editors: Five years ago you had to hunt to find anyone who was willing to give thekoneksi of the 50th anniversary of the congregation of St. Michael's Church. Fortunately, you were able to get some coverage for the celebration from the local media. However, due to the lack of interest in the congregation, coverage for the 50th anniversary was not as extensive as it could have been.
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Adviser for Freedom Council
The Editors: Recently, I have been conducting research on the history of the Freedom Council. It seems that there was a great deal of interest among the students at that time. However, due to the lack of continuity, coverage for the Freedom Council was not as extensive as it could have been.
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State's golfers won. 

**Recorded Results OF AMIA Sports**

**Frosh Netmen Register Impressive 8-1 Triumph**

The frosh team dominated opposing New Haven 8-1 in the opening game of the conference.

**Golden Eye Feature Program on SCOPE**

**Golden Eye To Feature Program on SCOPE**

"Yankee Go Home" will be the topic of a panel discussion on SCOPE this week. The panel, of which Ernest Hemingway is a part, will be held in the ASP office on Tuesday, May 4th. The program will begin at 5:30 PM and end at 6:30 PM. 

**Music Department To Hold Concert**

The Music Department will hold a concert on Tuesday, May 4th, at 8 PM in the ASP office. The concert will feature the Albany Symphony Orchestra and guest artists. 

**ALCieste Surrounded by Other Competitors**

Alciste, the unbeaten star of the season, is surrounded by other competitors in the upcoming tournament. Alciste, who has won all his matches this season, faces a tough challenge in the upcoming tournament.

**Albany State University Theatre to Begin Two-Night Run of 'Misanthrope'**

The 'Misanthrope,' the final State University Theatre production of the season, will be presented on Saturday and Sunday at 8 PM. The play is written by Moliere in 1666 and is set in a Parisian salon of the 17th century. It is one of the few comedies written during this period that has survived through the centuries. The play is directed by Professor Lawrence W. Clowes, Associate Professor of Speech and Dramatics, and stars Dimitri Perdaris, as Alciste, and Anne Dreyer as Colombine.
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